OVERVIEW
During this unit, students learn social studies and English Language Arts (ELA) standards using a variety of blended learning strategies, including independent study, small group study, large group study, mixed grouping, and learning maps. The unit challenges students to analyze student power within an elementary school. Through actual simulations analogous to the American Revolution and self-paced blended learning maps, students answer the driving question, “How can we as students have more voice and power like the colonists during the American Revolution?”

STANDARDS Addressed
Social Studies: SS4H4, SS4CG5, SS4G2
ELA: ELA4RI5, ELA4RI6, ELAGSE4W1, ELA4W7, ELA4W8, ELA4SL4

AVAILABLE MATERIALS
- My Rights, My Voice Unit Plan
- Checkpoint Answer Keys
- Causes of the Revolution Learning Map
- Causes of the Revolution Checkpoint Quiz
- Conflict Continues Learning map
- Conflict Continues Checkpoint Quiz
- Conflict Grows Learning Map
- Paul Revere’s Boston Massacre
- PBL Opinion Writing Packet
- Conflict Grows Checkpoint Quiz
- War Begins Learning Map
- War Begins Checkpoint Quiz
- Critical Friends Feedback Sheet
- Declaring Independence Learning Map
- Declaring Independence Checkpoint Quiz
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